
Women in Toxicology (WIT) - Special Interest Group (SIG) of the Society of Toxicology 
Executive Committee Meeting 

Teleconference Call 
12:30 pm (EDT), 11:30 pm (CDT), 10:30 am (MDT), 9:30 am (PDT) 

 
Attendees: 
Susan Emeigh Hart (SGEH, President) 
Courtney Sulentic (CS, President-Elect) 
Brittany Baisch (BB, Vice President) 
Grace Chappell (GC, Secretary/Treasurer) 
Janis Hulla (JH, Councilor/Past President) 
Katelyn Lavrich (KL, Post-Doc Representative) 
Phoebe Stapleton (PS, Senior Councilor) (partial 
attendance) 
 

Regrets: 
Samantha Goodman (SG, Graduate Student 
Representative) 
Judith Zelikoff (JZ, Junior Councilor) 
 

Agenda: 

1. Welcome/call to order (SGEH) 
2. WIT Committee Reports: (note:  where two individuals are listed, the first is the chair and the second the co-

chair).  
a. WIT Nomination Committee (BB/JH) Discuss/align on candidates for the WIT ballot 

Max number of candidates per role: somewhat up to the WIT EC to decide on this. The consensus 
is that we are comfortable with 3 and maybe even 4, if candidates are fit for the role. Candidates 
will be asked to shorten their biosketches before ballots go out to the WIT membership for 
voting, with a goal of a maximum of 350 words for the biosketches published for voting.  

The EC voted to accept all three candidates nominated for the Junior Councilor and Vice 
President positions. One of the candidates for post-doctoral rep does not appear eligible for the 
position and will be encouraged to self-nominate in 2021 for a different position (BB to 
communicate with candidate) 

Timeframe: revised biosketches will be requested from the candidates by Dec 4th, which will then 
be sent to SOT national office (BB). 

The EC agrees that advertisement for voting in the election for SIG officers is very important and 
sometimes has low turnout. Ideas for encouraging voting for WIT officers (e.g., in the winter 
newsletter, email blast to the membership, via the WIT ToXchange page) were brainstormed and 
the topic will be revisited in the coming months. 

b. SIG-Collaboration Group (CS/JH) Update from last meeting 

Toxicological evaluation/considerations of climate change proposal was not moved forward; thus, 
a moot point for WIT endorsement. Can be reconsidered in the future. 

The proposal regarding reduced fees (for registration and CE courses) for underrepresented 
countries was revised (all SIGs contributed edits to the proposal) and sent to SOT council for 
consideration; SOT council was supportive of reduced meeting registration fees but not reduced 
fees for CE courses. A virtual component for future meetings, not just the fully virtual meeting 
for 2021, has been brought up in discussions but remains TBD for future SOT annual meetings. 

3. Plans for 2020 Virtual Annual meeting Decision is needed on our virtual meeting date and time (see attached 
email) 



WIT was offered a timeslot for an event during the first or second week of the virtual SOT 2021 meeting 
for a virtual reception, to include business meeting and awards, plus social activities. SGEH will be 
requesting Thursday, March 18, 4pm for the WIT timeslot. As we plan, “breakout” rooms etc for the 
mixer will be considered. A conservative estimate for attendance is that 75 members will join the Zoom 
meeting. Games or activities for the social aspect of the virtual meeting/reception: scavenger hunt, bingo, 
trivia. Prizes? (consider what can be spent from WIT budget) Breakout rooms via Zoom. Goodie 
bag/swag for all members who attend the mixer (e.g., WIT pins). It was noted that the typical budget for 
the reception is not going to be used in 2021. 

4. WIT Networking and Mentoring Initiatives (GC, KL) Progress update 

Not discussed, will revisit next WIT EC meeting.  

5. AOB? 

PS: Some WIT awards received low application numbers. Outreach to previous nominees who did not 
win but who are still eligible was done, and additional applicants came in. However, applicant numbers 
remain low, with 2-3 applications in each category, including trainees, and 0 applications for the 
mentoring award. Reason for low applications is not known, but it is surmised that the fact that some are 
travel awards may be an influence, as well as the early deadline for WIT awards relative to other groups. 

Consideration/action items: EC nominates additional candidates. This will be discussed further 
via email or at during the December meeting. One more message will be sent to the WIT 
membership, requesting applications by Dec. 15th. SGEH will draft the email, to be sent no later 
than Nov 23. 

Post-meeting note: date of email and deadline for additional applications delayed by ~2 weeks.  

SOT mentor match program – encourage WIT members to update their profiles and availability; an 
advertisement for this will be included in the WIT Winter newsletter. 

 

 


